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Abstract
For the existing aspect category sentiment analysis research,most of the aspects are given for

sentiment extraction,and this pipeline method is prone to error accumulation,and the use of graph
convolutional neural network for aspect category sentiment analysis does not fully utilize the depend-
ency type information between words,so it cannot enhance feature extraction. This paper proposes an
end-to-end aspect category sentiment analysis (ETESA) model based on type graph convolutional
networks. The model uses the bidirectional encoder representation from transformers ( BERT) pre-
training model to obtain aspect categories and word vectors containing contextual dynamic semantic
information,which can solve the problem of polysemy; when using graph convolutional network
(GCN) for feature extraction,the fusion operation of word vectors and initialization tensor of depend-
ency types can obtain the importance values of different dependency types and enhance the text fea-
ture representation; by transforming aspect category and sentiment pair extraction into multiple sin-
gle-label classification problems,aspect category and sentiment can be extracted simultaneously in an
end-to-end way and solve the problem of error accumulation. Experiments are tested on three public
datasets,and the results show that the ETESA model can achieve higher Precision,Recall and F1
value,proving the effectiveness of the model.

Key words: aspect-based sentiment analysis ( ABSA), bidirectional encoder representation
from transformers (BERT),type graph convolutional network( TGCN),aspect category and senti-
ment pair extraction

0　 Introduction

With the rapid development of Internet shopping
platforms,online and offline integrated marketing strat-
egies have gradually become a new trend,and the re-
search on sentiment analysis and opinion mining[1] has
also made great progress,becoming a hot research field
with significant research value in natural language pro-
cessing. Traditional document-level sentiment analy-
sis[2] and sentence-level sentiment analysis[3-4] assume
in advance that a document or sentence contains only
one sentiment tendency, namely positive, neutral or
negative. However,due to the complexity and variety of
sentiments expressed in the texts,such coarse-grained
sentiment analysis cannot effectively extract all senti-
ments contained in different aspects of sentences.
Therefore, more fine-grained aspect-based sentiment

analysis ( ABSA) [5-6] has been paid attention to by
more and more researchers.

Aspect-based sentiment analysis usually consists
of two subtasks: aspect term sentiment analysis (AT-
SA) [7] and aspect category sentiment analysis ( AC-
SA) [8] . The ATSA task focuses more on detecting the
sentiment polarity corresponding to explicit aspect
terms in the sentences,while aspects in realistic review
texts are often implicit and do not appear directly in
sentences. The number of aspect categories correspond-
ing to a domain is often fixed,and the annotations of
aspect categories are often easier to obtain than aspect
term annotations. Therefore, aspect category sentiment
analysis is more suitable for application in real-world
scenarios,and this paper mainly studies aspect category
sentiment analysis.

Aspect category sentiment analysis includes two
subtasks: aspect category extraction (ACE) and aspect
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category corresponding sentiment analysis. Most of the
current research extracts these two sub-tasks separately
and conducts research of the two tasks in a pipelined
way,which will cause the accumulation of errors and
make the model performance not high. This paper
transforms aspect category sentiment analysis into the
problem of aspect-sentiment pair extraction (ASPE),
trained in an end-to-end manner.

In recent years,methods based on deep learning
have been widely used in ABSA tasks and achieved
good results due to their ability to learn and extract fea-
tures autonomously. Currently,model frameworks com-
bining recurrent neural networks and attention mecha-
nisms are more common in aspect-level sentiment anal-
ysis research. These models can deal with long text de-
pendencies,mine the time sequence information and
semantic information in the text, and imitate human
neurons to give different weights to different words,
which can more accurately capture the emotional tend-
encies in sentences. However,most of these studies do
not consider the dependencies relationships and types
of dependencies among words in sentences,resulting in
underutilization of the results of syntactic analysis and
making it impossible to achieve satisfactory results in
sentiment analysis.

Therefore,a graph convolutional network ( GCN)
with joined word dependency types is proposed to en-
hance the learning of feature extraction by combining
the dependencies types between words in a text with
the dependencies. For the aspect-sentiment pair extrac-
tion task,this paper proposes a method that combines
all aspect categories in the dataset with sentences as in-
put,and then individually outputs the sentiment polari-
ty of each aspect category. The output labels are con-
verted into a four-category problem,that is,four catego-
ries including positive,neutral,negative,and none. For
example,in the sentence ‘while it was large and a bit
noisy,the drinks were fantastic,and the food was su-
perb’, to extract all aspect-sentiment pairs contained
in a sentence,all aspect categories (service,price,am-
bience,food,miscellaneous) in this dataset need to be
fed into the network model jointly with the sentence,re-
spectively,and output the sentiment polarity or no sen-
timent label of each aspect category. Regarding the im-
balance in the dataset caused by this input, the focal
loss function is used to solve the problem. This ap-
proach enables to solve the problem of end-to-end as-
pect category sentiment analysis ( ETESA) and avoid
the error accumulation problem generated by the pipe-
lined method. The main contributions of this paper are
as follows.

(1) Through data preprocessing,the aspect-senti-

ment pair extraction is transformed into multiple single-
label classification problems, and the loss values ob-
tained from aspect extraction and sentiment extraction
are fed forward simultaneously,which can realize the
simultaneous judgment of aspect category and its corre-
sponding sentiment polarity and can solve the error ac-
cumulation problem caused by the traditional pipeline
approach.

(2) The dependency type matrix is constructed in
the type graph convolutional network(TGCN),and the
word vector and the dependency type tensor are fused
to distinguish the importance of the dependency type.
At the same time,combined with the binary weight ma-
trix, the text feature representation ability can be en-
hanced during semantic analysis.

(3) To realize the secondary interaction between
aspect categories and contextual semantic information,
firstly,the association information between aspect cate-
gories and contextual semantics is obtained through the
bidirectional gating recurrent unit (BiGRU) network.
On this basis,the attention module is designed to cap-
ture the sentiment words in the context that are closely
related to the aspect in the context,thereby describing
more complex contextual relationships of aspect words.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 1 introduces the related research work. Section 2
details the information of ETESA model proposed in
this paper. Section 3 discusses the experimental details
and conclusions. Section 4 is a summary of this paper
and future directions.

1　 Related work

In this section,it presents the state of the applica-
tion of aspect term sentiment analysis,aspect category
sentiment analysis,and multi-task joint learning in the
field of sentiment analysis,which is included in aspect-
level sentiment analysis.

1. 1　 Aspect term sentiment analysis
For aspect term sentiment analysis, many re-

searchers use the basic framework of neural network
and attention mechanism for sentiment recognition,and
perform information interaction processing between as-
pect terms and context semantics to extract sentiment
words related to the term. For example,Ma et al. [9]

proposed an interactive attention network based on the
long short term memory (LSTM) and attention to per-
form sentiment analysis by interactively learning the
target and context representations through the attention
mechanism to obtain their corresponding feature weight
representations,respectively. Tian et al. [10] proposed a
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method model for TGCN to ABSA with the help of a
graph convolutional network of dependencies types. For
edges of different dependency types,attention is used to
give different weights to learn the graph neural network
combining edges and nodes to obtain context semantic
information,and attention mechanism is used to learn
the weights of different TGCN layers. Wang et al. [11]

proposed a relational graph attention network model,
which obtained an aspect-oriented dependency struc-
ture by pruning the dependency graph,and solved the
problem of incorrect matching of aspect information and
sentiment information caused by multiple aspects in a
sentence. Wang et al. [12] proposed a syntactic informa-
tion-aware aspect-level sentiment classification model,
which uses a memory network that combines an atten-
tion mechanism, part-of-speech ( POS), position, text
semantics and aspect information,and uses a GCN to
improve the model classification performance.

1. 2　 Aspect category sentiment analysis
For aspect category sentiment analysis, since as-

pect categories are abstractions of terms and do not
necessarily appear in the text,it is essential to focus on
category-specific sentiment information in the context.
For example, Wang et al. [8] proposed an attention-
based LSTM network model that applies the aspect em-
bedding twice consecutively,which can fully model the
interdependence between the aspect information and
the context input, thereby obtaining better sentiment
analysis effect. Wang et al. [13] proposed a context-a-
ware network model,which solved the problem of poly-
semy by introducing a multi-dimensional attention
mechanism,and combined sentence semantic informa-
tion and aspect category semantic information to en-
hance the interaction between aspect words and senti-
ment words,further improving the performance of senti-
ment classification. Xue and Li[14] proposed a network
model based on gating mechanism and convolution,u-
sing Tanh gate and ReLU gate respectively to process
word embedding and aspect embedding from the upper
convolutional neural network (CNN) layer to achieve
sentiment analysis of a given aspect,the model can be
processed in parallel and is more efficient. Cai et
al. [15] proposed a hierarchical graph convolutional net-
work model to extract the relationship between the two
subtasks of aspect category judgment and sentiment
recognition. First,GCN was used to model the internal
relationship between multiple categories,and then GCN
was used to identify the sentiment of the category ex-
tracted by the previous layer.

1. 3　 Multi-task joint learning
In the current research, most scholars focus on

predicting the sentiment of a given aspect term or cate-
gory. However,a large amount of comment information
in real life often does not give specific aspect informa-
tion, so it is necessary to extract aspect information
first,and then perform sentiment analysis. This method
of sentiment classification is easy to lead to the accu-
mulation of errors, that is, if the aspect extraction is
wrong,it will lead to an error of the sentiment extrac-
tion of a specific aspect. Therefore,a model framework
of multi-task joint extraction has been proposed re-
cently,which is more suitable for application in real-
world scenarios. For example,Wang et al. [16] proposed
a hierarchical multi-task learning framework for end-to-
end aspect-level sentiment analysis, which first per-
formed aspect term extraction and sentiment word de-
tection,and then performed aspect sentiment detection
with the help of attention mechanism,and finally used
LSTM and conditional random field (CRF) to extract
aspect sentiment,and realized end-to-end aspect-level
sentiment analysis by making full use of the information
of lower-level auxiliary tasks by the upper-level main
task. Zeng et al. [17] proposed an end-to-end network
model based on joint learning,and used convolutional
neural network CNN to obtain word-level and charac-
ter-level feature information as embedding information
for aspect category detection and aspect emotion recog-
nition. Fu et al. [18] proposed a model framework for a
multi-perspective attention mechanism based on a two-
layer LSTM,which transformed aspect category senti-
ment analysis into an aspect category sentiment pair ex-
traction task,and utilized two layers of LSTM to extract
contextual semantics and aspect context semantic infor-
mation respectively, and finally through the attention
mechanism extracted the sentiment of multiple catego-
ries respectively. Due to the imbalance of the dataset,
they proposed a loss function method to solve the prob-
lem of the imbalance of the data caused by the transfor-
mation of category sentiment to improve the model
effect.

To sum up,the research on aspect term sentiment
analysis tasks and aspect category sentiment analysis
tasks is highly dependent on well-labeled aspect data-
sets. However,in real application scenarios,the aspect
categories and terms of each sentence are often un-
known,and it takes a lot of human and material re-
sources that can only be obtained by labeling. In real
life,it is often necessary to extract both aspect catego-
ries and their corresponding sentiment information.
Therefore,in the case where the aspect categories are
not given in advance in the dataset, studying aspect
category sentiment pair extraction task via multi-task
joint learning is challenging. Based on this,this paper
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proposes an end-to-end aspect category sentiment anal-
ysis model based on the type graph convolutional net-
work. A joint dependent type GCN network is used to
enhance feature extraction,by converting the input for-
mat and using focal loss to solve the data imbalance
problem. This framework provides a more accurate
model approach for the aspect category sentiment ex-
traction task.

2　 Model description

This section will introduce in detail the end-to-end
aspect category sentiment analysis model ETESA based
on type graph convolutional network. The structure of
the model is shown in Fig. 1. The ETESA model con-
sists of an embedding layer,a BiGRU encoding layer,a
type graph convolutional network layer,an aspect atten-
tion layer,and an output layer. The model uses the bi-
directional encoder representation from transformers
(BERT) pre-training model to vectorize aspects and

words,and then uses the BiGRU network layer to ini-
tially connect the aspect and context semantic informa-
tion,learn the features between aspects and contexts,
and then send the learned context information to
TGCN. The network layer further strengthens the ex-
traction of contextual features,and then uses the atten-
tion mechanism to give high weight to aspect-related
sentiment words,and finally through the fully connected
layer (FC)employs softmax for sentiment analysis.

2. 1　 BERT-based embedding layer
In this paper, the BERT pre-training model is

used to implement the vector representation of words,
which is different from the common aspect category
sentiment analysis input format. All aspect categories
contained in the dataset are taken as input together
with sentences,and then the sentiment labels of each
aspect category are output separately, which is trans-
formed into multiple single-label classification problem.

Fig. 1　 Architecture of ETESA model
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The BERT model is based on the Encoder structure of
the bidirectional Transformer for feature extraction,
which can distinguish texts with polysemy. To partici-
pate in the training of text data,it needs to be vector-
ized into a trainable data format. This paper uses the
pre-training model BERT to vectorize the dataset. For a
dataset containing m aspect categories AC{ai}m

i = 1,giv-
en a sentence S = {w1,w2,…,wn } consisting of n
words,make‘[CLS] + ai + [SEP] + S + [SEP]’ as
the input of the embedding layer BERT,where ai repre-
sents the aspect category word,S represents a piece of
data, [ CLS] and [ SEP] respectively represent the
start character and the aspect or sentence end character
of the new input to the BERT model. After being enco-
ded by the pre-trained model,the embedded represen-
tation of a sentence will be obtained as Ie ∈
R(n + 3 + xa) × dw,where n represents the number of words
in a sentence, and the number of input characters is
fixed to 3,xa represents the number of aspect category
words, and dw represents the dimension of the BERT
model embedding. Since the character embedding does
not participate in the calculation of the next layer,the
word vector input to the next layer is represented by Ew

∈R(n + xa) × dw . Each word in the sentence can ob-
tain its corresponding part-of-speech tag through the
Allennlp tool,but the aspect category has no part-of-
speech information. In order to maintain the balance of
the feature dimension,a virtual tag pT is added to re-
present the part-of-speech of the aspect category,so the
part-of-speech can be obtained. The embedding is re-
presented as Ep∈R(n + xa) × dp,where dp represents
the dimension of the part-of-speech embedding. The
feature vector Ei∈R(n + xa) × (dw + dp) obtained by splicing
word embedding and part-of-speech embedding vector
is sent to the BiGRU layer.

2. 2　 BiGRU encoding layer
As a variant of recurrent neural network (RNN),

gating recurrent unit(GRU) can capture long-distance
semantic information with timing information,and effec-
tively solve the problems of gradient explosion and gra-
dient disappearance during forward and backward prop-
agation. In addition,because it only has update gates
and reset gates,compared to LSTM,using GRU training
can achieve the same effect as LSTM in performance,
but can speed up the training time to a certain extent.
Therefore,this paper uses the BiGRU network to initial-
ly associate aspect categories and sentences and learns
the hidden layer output vector containing aspect and
context information. The formula is as follows.

H→ =GRU{a1,…axa,h1,h2,…hn} (1)

H←=GRU{hn,hn - 1,…h1,axa,…a1} (2)

H = (H→,H←) (3)
where, ht∈R1 × dhid represents the hidden layer output
vector of the word part in the sentence,t ∈(1,n); a j

∈R1 × dhid represents the aspect category hidden layer
output vector, j ∈ (1, xa ), this layer outputs H ∈
R(n + xa) × 2dhid .

2. 3　 Type graph convolutional network layer
Graph convolutional neural networks can efficient-

ly extract features from graph structure information,and
using the graph structure information derived from syn-
tactically dependent features, and then applying it to
GCN for aspect-level sentiment analysis is a common
approach used by researchers in recent years.
Ref. [10] proposed a TGCN network for aspect term
sentiment analysis. At present,no one has applied de-
pendent type information to aspect category sentiment
analysis. Therefore,this paper uses a type graph convo-
lution network to enhance feature extraction to realize
aspect category sentiment analysis. First, use the Al-
lennlp tool to obtain the dependencies between words,
and establish the adjacency matrix Adj = axy{ }n × n and
relation matrix Rel = rxy{ }n × n through this dependency
information. For these two matrices,it is generated by
the following rules: if there is a dependency between
word x and word y,let axy = 1 and rxy = ri (where 0 <
i < 50,which represents the type of dependency,where
0 represents no dependency relationship). Then each
relation matrix is mapped to the embedding representa-
tion exy∈R1 × 2dhid . The detailed steps of the dependency
type graph convolution layer are as follows. First,cal-
culate the weight w l( )

xy of each edge between x and y in
the lth layer TGCN,where w l( )

xy ∈R1 × 1 .
s( l)x = h( l -1)

x  exy (4)
s( l)y = h( l -1)

y  exy (5)

w( l)
xy =

axy·exp( s l( )

x ·s l( )

y )

∑ n

y = 1
axy·exp( s l( )

x ·s l( )

y )
(6)

where, represents the splicing of tensors,·repre-
sents the sum of the multiplication of the corresponding
positions of the two tensors,s l( )

x ∈R1 × 4dhid,and s l( )

y ∈
R1 × 4dhid。

Then through a learnable parameter matrix w l( )

R

align exy and h( l - 1)
y ,where w l( )

R ∈R2dhid × 2dhid,h( l - 1)
y ∈

R1 × 2dhid,the formula is as follows:
h l - 1( )′

y = h( l - 1)
y + exyw l( )

R (7)
where h l - 1( )′

y ∈R1 × 2dhid .
Finally,the hidden layer output of the lth layer of

the word x is calculated as
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h l( )

x = σ ∑n
y = 1 w l( )

xy h l - 1( )′
y w l( )+ b l( )( )( ) (8)

where,h l( )

x ∈R1 × 2dhid,w l( )∈R 2dhid × 2dhid and b l( )

are trainable parameters,σ is the activation function
ReLU,the final output of this layer is { h l( )

1 ,h l( )

2 …
h l( )

x …h l( )

n }.

2. 4　 Aspect attention layer
The attention mechanism can quickly extract im-

portant features of data,so it has been widely used in
natural language processing. In the ACSA task, the
model should pay more attention to words that have se-
mantic associations with aspect category words. For ex-
ample,in the sentence ‘Delicious sushi and poor serv-
ice’,semantically,‘Delicious’ is used to modify ‘ su-
shi’, while ‘ poor ’ modifies ‘ service ’. Therefore,
when judging the sentiment tendencies of the category
‘food’,‘Delicious’ should be given a higher weight.
The main purpose of this layer is to capture the de-
pendencies between aspect category words and contex-
tual semantics and to enhance aspect-related feature
extraction. This paper uses the bilinear attention score
function as

Score(k j,q) = qWkj
T (9)

where,kj∈Rn × (dhid + da) is the concatenation of the
aspect category high-dimensional map vector after aver-
age pooling and the output vector h l( )

x of the TGCN
hidden layer,q∈R1 × (dhid + da) is a learnable tensor,and
W∈R(dhid + da) × (dhid + da) is a learnable weight matrix. The
formula for calculating the attention weight α kj,q( )∈
Rn is as follows.

α kj,q( ) =
exp(Score(k j,q))

∑ n

j = 1
exp(Score(k j,q))

(10)

Z kj,q( ) = α k j,q( )k j (11)

2. 5　 Output layer
The output feature vector Z k j,q( )∈R d( hid + da)

of the previous layer is passed through the fully con-
nected layer and the output tensor size is 4,and then
the final sentiment prediction result is obtained through
softmax function. The specific formula is as follows.

ô = softmax(Z(kj,q)WT + b) (12)

ŷ = argmax ô( ) (13)
where W∈Rdc × (dhid + da) and b∈Rdc are the learnable
parameter matrix and bias,respectively,here dc repre-
sents the number of categories;and ô is a set of proba-
bility values predicted as four sentiment values;ŷ is the
final prediction result value. In this paper,the conver-
sion of aspect-category sentiment pairs is used for senti-
ment analysis. Although the interpretability of the mod-
el is improved, it also causes data imbalance. There-
fore,the focal loss function is used in this paper to
solve the model performance caused by data imbal-
ance. The specific expression is

L = -∑
t∈ô

αt(1 - ôt)γlog ôt (14)
where,ô indicates that the output is a set of four emo-
tions,αt and γ are adjustable factors.

3　 Experiment

3. 1　 Data set
This paper conducts a series of experiments on

ETESA model on three public datasets to verify the in-
terpretability and effectiveness of the ETESA model.

The first is the SemEval2014 restaurant dataset
(Rest14). This dataset comes from the data for restau-
rant reviews in SemEval2014 task 4[19],which is com-
monly used for ACSA tasks. It includes 5 aspect cate-
gories: ‘ service’,‘ price’,‘ food’,‘ ambience’ and
‘miscellaneous’. It contains 4 sentiment categories:
‘ positive ’, ‘ negative ’, ‘ neutral ’ and ‘ conflict ’ .
Since there are conflicting label items,this experiment
removes the data of the ‘conflict’ label.

The other two datasets are the SemEval2015 and
SemEval2016 restaurant datasets ( Rest15 and
Rest16). These two datasets come from the restaurant
review datasets in SemEval2015 task 12[20] and SemE-
val2016 task 5[21],respectively,with 12 and 13 aspect
categories each,and both contain 3 sentiment labels:
‘positive’, ‘ negative’ and ‘ neutral ’ . The detailed
statistics of the three datasets are shown in Table 1.

Table 1　 The statistics of experimental datasets
Datasets Aspect Sentences Positive Negative Neutral Total

Rest14
train 5 2885 2179 839 500 3518
test 5 767 657 222 94 973

Rest15
train 13 1117 1083 369 52 1504
test 13 580 413 329 45 787

Rest16
train 12 1702 1501 697 100 2298
test 12 585 513 195 42 750
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3. 2　 Experiment setup and evaluation metrics

This paper adopts the PyTorch deep learning
framework and uses the 768-dimensional dynamic pre-
training model BERT provided by Devlin et al. [22] as
the word embedding method. The part-of-speech em-
bedding vector dimension is 332,and the BiGRU hid-
den layer unit is 250. In addition,the Allennlp tool is
used to obtain information such as dependency syntac-
tic relations and part-of-speech tags,and the syntactic
dependency tree is visualized as shown in Fig. 2. This
paper uses 2-layer TGCN and sets dropout to 0. 5 for
BiGRU. Using the Adam optimizer,set the learning rate
size to 2e-5,the batch size to 8,and the epoch size to
30,and the result is the optimal value among all ep-
ochs. In the experiment,Precision,Recall and F1 val-
ues were used as the evaluation indicators to verify the
model.

Fig. 2　 An example of syntactic dependency tree

3. 3　 Models comparison
To comprehensively evaluate the performance of

the ETESA model proposed in this paper on the ACSA
task,this paper selects a series of representative com-
pare experiments for comparison with ETESA, inclu-
ding:

TAN[23] proposes a model network based on GRU
encoding and topic attention,which detects different as-
pect categories by paying attention to distinct parts in
sentences based on various topics.

MTNA[24] proposes a multi-task learning model
based on LSTM and CNN networks that simultaneously
addresses both aspect category and aspect term extrac-
tion.

BERT-pair-NLI-B[25] constructs auxiliary sen-
tences based on aspects, converts ABSA to sentence
pair classification task,and implements sentiment anal-
ysis by fine-tuning the pre-trained BERT model.

TAS-BERT[26] proposes a target-aspect-sentiment
triplet joint detection model based on the BERT pre-
trained model.

MEJD[27] proposes a model based on BERT,
LSTM and graph attention convolutional network GACN
to capture the dependencies between aspects and sen-
tences,and realizes the target-aspect-sentiment triplet
multi-task sentiment analysis model.

3. 4　 Experiment results
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed

method,this paper compares each dataset with related
research in recent years. As can be seen from Table 2,
on the ASPE task,the REST14 and REST16 datasets
have achieved the best F1 values,Precision and Re-
call,and the F1 value of the ETESA model is 0. 41%
and 0. 70% higher than that of the MEJD model,while
the results on the REST15 dataset are higher than those
of the MEJD but slightly lower than the TAS-BERT
model. Through analysis of the results,it is found that
adding dependency type information to the model
makes the results of this model better than that of ME-
JD. At the same time,because the distribution ratio of
different sentiment polarities in the training set and test
set in the REST15 dataset is quite different,the F1 val-
ue of ETESA on this dataset will be slightly lower than
the TAS-BERT model based on BERT. On the ACE
task,by analyzing the experimental results,it is found
that the F1 value of ETESA achieves the current best

Table 2　 Performance comparison of different model

Tasks Models
REST14 REST15 REST16

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

ACE

BERT-pair-NLI-B 93. 91 88. 70 91. 23 75. 63 66. 51 70. 78 87. 04 74. 44 80. 25
TAN - - 90. 61 - - - - - 78. 38
MTNA - - 88. 91 - - 65. 97 - - 76. 42

TAS-BERT 92. 68 88. 15 90. 36 82. 32 71. 17 76. 34 88. 92 75. 34 81. 57
MEJD 94. 29 88. 16 91. 12 82. 74 72. 07 77. 04 89. 07 78. 80 83. 62
ETESA 94. 96 88. 39 91. 56 83. 48 74. 08 78. 50 90. 93 78. 52 84. 27

ASPE

BERT-pair-NLI-B 82. 72 78. 85 80. 74 66. 73 60. 88 63. 67 77. 51 68. 45 72. 70
TAS-BERT 84. 79 80. 20 82. 43 71. 55 65. 70 68. 50 78. 96 69. 84 74. 12

MEJD 85. 82 80. 72 83. 19 71. 28 64. 64 67. 80 79. 73 71. 17 75. 21
ETESA 86. 33 81. 04 83. 60 71. 93 64. 86 68. 21 80. 40 71. 90 75. 91
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the training phase, the samples are weighted random
sampling,so that the emotional and non-emotional sam-
ples in each batch are uniform,so the model perform-
ance is the best when the value is 0. 5.

Fig. 4　 The influence of balanced sample scale factor αt

4　 Conclusions

Aiming at the problems that syntactic dependency
information is not fully utilized in the current research
on aspect category sentiment analysis tasks,there is a
lack of effective mechanisms to distinguish the impor-
tant relationships of different dependency types,and the
pipeline method used in most studies is prone to error
accumulation. This paper designs and proposes an end-
to-end aspect category sentiment analysis ( ETESA)
model based on type graph convolutional networks. The
model converts the three-category sentiment problem
into a four-category problem. First, the pre-trained
BERT model is used to obtain word embedding infor-
mation,and this model can solve the problem of polyse-
my in the text. Then, the BiGRU network is used to
preliminarily combine the aspect and context semantic
features. After that,the feature extraction of the context
is further achieved through the TGCN network,and fi-
nally the attention mechanism is used to obtain the sen-
timent related to the aspect category. The comparative
experimental results on three public datasets show that
the ETESA model proposed in this paper can effectively
improve the performance of aspect category sentiment
analysis.

The recent related research on sentiment analy-
sis[26-27] can achieve more fine-grained sentiment analy-
sis by jointly extracting three tuples of aspect catego-
ries,aspect sentiment,and aspect terms,compared with
the two tuples proposed in this paper. Therefore,in fu-

ture work,the model method of triplet task combination
extraction will be further studied,so that it can achieve
joint extraction of more tasks.
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